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All images Â© Jon Foreman, shared with permissionThe wildly prolific Wales-based artist Jon Foreman has spent much of 2021 on a new batch of mesmerizing land pieces. Expanding on the swirling, organic shapes
he&#8217;s known for, many of his recent works take on minimal, geometric formations in diagonal stripes or colorful, concentric circles. Foreman created a 2022 calendar featuring some of the compositions shown
hereâ€”ordering instructions are on his Instagramâ€”and you can find prints of his ephemeral pieces in his shop.&nbsp; &nbsp;&nbsp;Using data from NASAâ€™s Solar Dynamics Observatory, filmmaker SeÃ¡n Doran
composed an entrancing timelpase of the sun&#8217;s glowing coronal loops during a month-long period. The video project compiles 78,846 Ã¥ngstrÃ¶m-171 photographs from August 2014 that show the bright, curved
structures, which are made of hot plasma, as they burst upward. Colorized in gold in the timelapse, the arced loops often form a bridge between dark sunspots, or places where powerful magnetic fields breach the surface
and flow into the massive star&#8217;s atmosphere.For similarly stunning glimpses at astronomical happenings, head to Doran&#8217;s YouTube, which features footage of Earth&#8217;s orbit, Comet Neowise, and the
rugged topography of the Red Planet. (via PetaPixel)&nbsp;All images courtesy of Sapar Contemporary, shared with permissionAzerbaijani artist Faig Ahmed (previously) has amassed a staggering archive of sculptural
carpets that blur the boundaries of digital distortion and traditional craft techniques. Often monumental in scale, his fringed rugs are woven with classic, ornate patterns on top before they billow into a pool of glitches and
skewed motifs.Ahmed weaves conceptual and historical relevances into his most recent trio, which is on view as part of his solo show PIR at New York&#8217;s Sapar Contemporary through January 6, 2022. Each piece
draws its name from a spiritual leader who profoundly impacted Azerbaijani culture, including Shams Tabrizi, Yahya al-Shirvani al-Bakuvi, and Nizami Ganjavi. The carpet inspired by Tabrizi, who was Rumi&#8217;s
mentor, for example, gradually dissolve(s) into a black woolen space of nothingness, much like the final stages of a mysticâ€™s spiritual journey: annihilation (fanaâ€™) of oneâ€™s individual ego within the divine
presence, like the flame of a candle in the presence of the sun.Visit Ahmed&#8217;s site to see behind-the-scenes photos of his process and to explore a larger collection of his fiber-based sculptures.&nbsp;Yahya
al-Shirvani al-BakuviNizami Ganjavi (2021), handmade wool carpetShams TabriziDetail of Nizami Ganjavi (2021), handmade wool carpetYahya al-Shirvani al-BakuviAll images Â© Jennifer Esseiva, shared with
permissionBack in spring, Swiss photographer Jennifer Esseiva visited the remote forests of Vallorbe, Switzerland, as the trees and rugged, wooded terrain emerged from their winter stupor. There she captured the lush
mosses and foliage that cloaked the area in a thick blanket of greenery and the recently thawed stream flowing through its midst. Now compiled in an enchanting series aptly titled Fairyland, the ethereal, long-exposure
photos depict the trickling body of water as a hazy fog that clings to the landscape.Esseiva plans to revisit the dreamy location this winter after snowfall, so keep an eye on her site and Instagram for updates. (via Moss
and Fog)&nbsp;Did You Ever Really Love Me. All images Â© Shane Wheatcroft, shared with permissionWith a flair for spectacle and clandestine activities, the perfectly coiffed characters of Shane Wheatcroftâ€™s
collages face a deluge of intrigue and drama. The Kent-based artist snips vintage ads and editorial spreads that become the musings of professionally photographed subjects: a woman replays an excruciating party
scene, a businessman envisions a wholesome family gathering, and quite a few protagonists imagine scenarios they likely keep covert.Having worked with the medium for the last five years, Wheatcroft boasts a body of
work that includes a broad array of collages, from bold typographic sayings to cheeky compositions that use ad slogans and outmoded headlines to poke fun at social conventions. Surreal and witty, the new portraits
(Im sorry Mr.Kawara)
feature imagery from periodicals published between 1945 and 1975. They&#8217;re spurred by being a big fan of John Stezaker and buying old movie annuals that had stunning publicity shots of film stars on plain
backgrounds. The recent series I&#8217;m making is really my attempt to reflect everyday dramas and scenarios through the medium of collage, he says.Â They&#8217;re kind of like a hybrid of DalÃâ€™s portrait of
Mae West and Coronation Street.The main portrait sets the tone for the piece, Wheatcroft tells Colossal, with the background image, furniture, and figures pasted on top. These additional elements compose an abstract
representation of a face and generally feature a single eye peering through a television set or frame on the wall. I&#8217;ll often have a song or personal experience in my head that&#8217;ll become the theme of the
piece, the artist says. I can spend hours searching for an image of the right-sized chair or person that will fit. It&#8217;s a bit like making a jigsaw puzzle and hunting for the missing pieces.Represented by Lilford Gallery
in Canterbury, Wheatcroft has been sharing a variety of flat collages and 3D diorama-style piecesâ€”see these layered works up close on Instagramâ€”and he also has a few pieces available for purchase on Artfinder. (via
Kottke)&nbsp;Tough RoomLeft: Parents Outgrown. Right: The Merry WidowYou Are My SunshineRGBLeft: Private Eye. Right: Notice MeThe Gablesï»¿Ten years after Irish animator and director Johnny Kelly (previously)
brought usÂ a charming stop-motion ad for Chipotle about a farmer&#8217;s return to organic methods, he&#8217;s back with an emotional sequel that revisits the now-aging protagonist. The new short film, titled A
Future Begins, follows the same mustached rancher as he struggles to maintain his pesticide-free fields and natural techniques amidst weather catastrophes and other struggles. When his son returns from college and a
busy life in the city, the reunited family implements a range of sustainable technologies like solar panels, greenhouses, polyculture, and companion planting that make the farm thrive.Kelly and the team behind the new ad
9edde91e00938e71fd2c103a9db476523db1cfa010a3b29b0e2ada4cc6be67b7
documented their meticulous process in an immersive making-of video, which dives into pre-production digital mockups, techniques for hand-sculpting innumerable trees and the bucolic landscape, and updates to the
thisiscolossal
puppets themselves, which feature magnetic waists that allow them to pivot in various stances. Similar to its award-winning predecessor, A Future Begins is paired with a Coldplay cover, with this iteration featuring Fix
You by Kasey Musgraves.Find more of Kellly&#8217;s animated projects and collaborations on Vimeo.&nbsp;ï»¿With the
aid of multiple microscopes,
DHAdmann
- ODBK filmmaker and photographer Jan van IJken (previously) unveils the
otherwise imperceptible maneuvers and bodily transformations of plankton. He focuses on a diverse array of underwater organisms, which all fall under the same taxonomy because of their inability to swim against the
tides and are crucial to life on Earth, providing half of all oxygen through photosynthesis. Set against black backdrops, the marine drifters appear otherworldly in shape and color, and the filmmaker documents water flea
eggs visible through translucent membranes, the spiked fringe of cyanobacteria, and the minuscule movements of various creatures as they wriggle across the screen.Planktonium is accompanied by an audio
composition by Norwegian artist Jana Winderen, which features sounds that are generally too difficult for humans to hear unaided, including the gurgles of water deep below the surface or the crackling insides of ice
cubes. In addition to the truncated film shown aboveâ€”find the full 15-minute version on Vimeoâ€”van Ijken also released a photo series of the strange creatures, which are available in prints as part of a limited-edition
boxset on his site.&nbsp;Waterfleas carrying eggsCopepod with diatoms attachedEchinoderm larvaGloeotrichia &#8211; CyanobacteriaAndy KehoeAustin-based gallery Sebastian Foster just announced its Fall Print Set,
the first collection of its kind in almost a decade. The new release features 19 works by well-established illustrators, printmakers, artists, and painters from across the U.S. and Europe, many of whom have worked with the
gallery for years. Encompassing an eclectic array of mediums and themes, the collection showcases works from artists previously featured on Colossal, including the quirky, cartoonish characters of Sabine Timm, Diana
Sudyka&#8217;s fanciful storybook scenes, and Grant Haffner&#8217;s vibrant, flat landscapes bisected by his signature utility poles. Completing the set are pieces like Anne Siems&#8217;s dreamy, layered renderings
and Andy Kehoe&#8217;s imagined worlds tinged with magic.Now online-only, Sebastian Foster focuses on original works and prints, publishing upwards of 1,000 editions since it opened in the late 2000s. Whether
you&#8217;re looking for the next piece to add to your collection or for meaningful holiday gifts, head to the gallery&#8217;s site to shop the Fall Print Set today.&nbsp;Anne SiemsDiana SudykaGraham FrancioseGrant
HaffnerJeremy MirandaHeiko MuellerJay RyanOlaf HajekSabine TimmLight: Outside, Inside (2021), acrylic on linen, 100 x 80 centimeters. All images Â© TomÃ¡s SÃ¡nchez, shared with permissionThrough serene, idyllic
landscapes, TomÃ¡s SÃ¡nchez visualizes his long-harbored fascination with meditation. The practice, the Cuban painter says, is where I find many of the answers to questions that transcend from the personal to the
universal. Meditation is not always a fleeting time. Meditation is not a punctual exercise; it is a constant practice.Rather than conceptualize the exercise as a temporary state, SÃ¡nchez views mediation as a lens to
interpret the world, a recurring theme that has foregrounded much of his work during the last few decades. His acrylic paintings and hazy graphite drawings, which take months if not years to complete, highlight the
immensity and awe-inspiring qualities of a forest thick with vegetation or a nearby waterfall and offer perspective through a lone, nondescript figure often found amongst the trees. Distinct and heavily detailed, the realistic
landscapes aren&#8217;t based on a specific place but rather are imagined spaces available only through a ruminative state.If you&#8217;re in New York, stop by Marlborough Gallery to see SÃ¡nchez&#8217;s solo
show, which is on view from November 18 to January 22. Titled Inner Landscape, the exhibition encompasses multiple pieces never shown before, including the pristine scenes shown here. Until then, explore more of his
works on Instagram.&nbsp;Inner Lagoon&#8230;Thought-Cloud (2016), acrylic on canvas, 200 x 199.3 centimetersLa batalla (2015), acrylic on linen, 200 x 250 centimetersEl rÃo va (2020), acrylic on linen, 121.3 x 99.1
centimetersAislado (2015), acrylic on canvas, 199.7 x 249.9 centimetersDiagonales (2018), contÃ© crayon on paper, 30.5 x 40.6 centimetersPhotos by Ruben P. Bescos, Â© SpY, shared with permissionAs a visual
metaphor for the intensity and urgency of the ongoing climate crisis, urban artist SpY erected a luminous orb that towers nearly 25 meters above Madrid&#8217;s Plaza de ColÃ³n. The large-scale work, titled Tierra,
features a cage of construction scaffolding that encloses the massive sphere, creating a contrast between the two geometric shapes and casting a brilliant red glow on the surrounding area. Set against the backdrop of the
bustling Spanish city, the installation asks us to reflect on the way in which our home makes up a whole of which we form part and in which everything is connected as if it were a living creature, the artist says.SpY is
known for his public interventions, including ironic installations and a temporary park in the middle of Madrid, where he currently lives. Follow his upcoming projects on Instagram.&nbsp;ï»¿
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